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The goteinment Iaid out some basiCieq[iie-

ments: projects supported by the progtam have

to be based in Alberta be new or expanded

infrastructure, be at least five megawatts in size

and fit with Natural Resources Canada's defini

tion of a renewable resource. Albertanshave to

wait, though, for the real meat and potatoes of

how it will all work' There will be more infor:

mation later this year, and in 2017. Micro-gen-

eration is also on the agenda.

Looming in the background i*$he snectre'p,,

Ontario's ongoingutilities rness. That province

decided in 2OOB to phase out its coal-fired pow-

er plants, something it accomplished in about

12 years. But the successful move from coal has

created voter- alienating controversies'

Ontario's Liberal government failed to keep

a lid on costs to the consumers - an issue that

now requires another hydro tax rebate that will

cost the treasury about $1 billion a year' Until

January, Ontario ratepayers were receiving a

Io-per-centbreak on their hydro bills from the

Ontario Clean EnergY Benefit.

There are enough cautionary tales in Ontar-

io's experience to keep cabinet ministers (and

electricity customers) up at night.

Phillips said the one thingwe know about

renewable energy is that it lowers the price for

consumers. Do we know that for sure? Power

bills have two components: the generatingpiece

and the cost of transmission. There could be

major implications for both of those with this

shift.
Albertans will have to wait to see if the NDP's

ambitious gteen dreamers have learned from

Ontario's exPensive mistakes.
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THE PRICE OF

GOING GREEN
lberta's Environment Minister Shannon

Phillips said Wednesday the NDP govern-

ment is going all in on its plan tb reshape

the province's electricity system so that
30 per cent of the power used by 2030 comes

from renewable forms of energy such as solar,

windandhydro.
It is the latest ambitious environmental target

fromthe NDP initiallywritten inpencil and

now made permanent with marker. It dovetails

with Alberta's aim to phase out coal-fired power

plants by 2030, which as ofJune accounted for
approximately 39 per cent ofthe provincet
power supply. And it is the environmentally
responsible choice to work toward shifting to
renewable energy.

But this plan proposes to make that leap in
a mere 14 years. That's fast. And right now, the

steps on how to get there in a way that doesn't

take an even bigger bite out ofAlbertans' pock-

etbooks is not entirely clear.

The problem is that this announcement still
lacks the critical details of exactlyhowthe
renewable electricity program, to be run by the

Alberta Electric System Operator, will work.


